Intracellular electrophysiological and morphological study of the medullary inspiratory neurons of the decerebrate rat.
Intracellular recordings and labelings with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) of inspiratory neurons were performed in decerebrate, paralyzed and ventilated rats. A total of 58 neurons were located within the ventrolateral medulla. They were identified as bulbospinal neurons (n = 15), cranial motoneurons (n = 9) and not antidromically activated (NAA) neurons (n = 34) by antidromic stimulation or HRP labeling, or both. These inspiratory neurons had rhythmical changes in membrane potentials similar to those reported in cats, i.e. an abrupt depolarization at the onset of phrenic discharge followed by trajectories of depolarization which evolved into augmenting I, bell-shaped I or decrementing I patterns until a rapid repolarization at the start of expiration. All types were hyperpolarized during expiration by chloride-dependent inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) which were demonstrated in 13 neurons from which the reversal was obtained. Such IPSPs were apparent in two waves throughout expiration, an early one in post-inspiration (stage I of expiration) and a late one in late expiration (stage II of expiration). These properties are also similar to those of feline inspiratory medullary neurons. Four labeled bulbospinal neurons had axonal collaterals which were ipsi- and contralateral to the site of their somata. Two of 6 labeled NAA neurons exhibited profuse axonal arborizations within various medullary nuclei. No medullary axonal collateral was seen from 6 labeled motoneurons. These results indicate that even though in the rat a single concentration of inspiratory neurons within the ventrolateral medulla has been demonstrated, there is no fundamental difference in the organization of the inspiratory neuronal network compared to that of the cat.